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Abstract

The prastripper section of the Unilac has
been developed to accelerate heavy ions with a rnini-
r-ium charge/mass ratio of 11/238 from the specific
energy of 11.6 KeV/u to I.4o5 rteV/u. It consists
of four Wideroe type accelerating tanks which are
very suitable for acceleration in the range of very
low particle velocities. With the development of
the coaxial line structure it has been possible to
install a strong focusing system in a WideroV ac-
celerator for the first time.

This papBr reviews the design principles,
calculations, and various measurements with rf models
needed to determine the drifttube tables and tha
geometric dimensions of the four Wideroe tanks.
During the first year of operation it has been
proved that the characteristic parameters and the
performance of the four Wideroe tanks agree very
clusely with the design values derived from model
measurements.

The Wideroe tanks, up to now, have been used
successfully to accelerate Ar-, Kr-, Xe-, Ti-, PD-,
and U-ions. Though designed for the charge/mass ratio
of 11/238, the rf power levels of the machine could
be raised to the values needed for acceleration of
ions with a minimum charge/mass ratio of 9/238.

Introduction

The Unilac built by the GSI at Darmstadt
was completed for the most part, in the middle
of 1975. Since this time a greaH. d-jal of practical
experience with the machine has been collected.

The design principles of the Unilac accele-
rator as a whole haje been given in former publi-
cations '"3. Further details about the machine itself
and about results of machine experiments during
the first year of operation are given in the reports
presented at this conference 2 1 " ^ .
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WT0T =2.76-51.6 MeV

P =0.50-2.16%
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E"GAP * 6 7 MV/M

Z S E F F =49 M B / M

OTANK = 11000

=IT / IT ,36 GAPS

= 0.217-0.594 MeV/u
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: 70 MV/M

= 65 Mfl/M
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=141.4-241.1 MeV

= 3.57- 4.66 %

= 3.3 kGAUSS/CM

= 406 kW IDF 25%)

s 6.7 MV/M

=13100

=ir/ir 26 GAPS

= 1.013-1.407 MeV/U

=261.1-334.9 MeV

= 4.66-5.49%

= 3.2 kGAUSS/CM

= 460 kW (DF25%)

i 5.7 MWM

= 33Mfi/M

=13600

Fig. 1: Layout, dimensions and characteristic parameters of th' four WiderHe tanks of the Unilac prestripper.
The four tanks run at tha resonant frequency of 27.1o MHz. The structurs was designed to work with a
minimum charge/mass ratio of 11/236. Experiments showed that t'ie minimum charge/mass ratio can be reduced
to 9/238 without any problems. The given rf power levels and elactric fields refer to the last value.
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In the following a review is given on the •
design considerations, calculations, and experimen-
tal investigations for the development of the Unilac
prestripper section. The performance of the acceler-
ating tanks used In this section is discussed in the
last chapter.

The Unilac prestripper section has been
designed for acceleration of heavy ions with a
charge/mass ratio >_ 11/238. With the dc preacceier-
ating voltage limited to about 3oa KM it follows
that the injection velocity far the prestripper
accelerator has thr unusually low value of
6 = v/c = o.5 \. Tht particle velocity at the enri
of the prestripper section -,ji fixed to 6 ' r.^ °o.
corresponding to a specific •" *̂ y of 1.4 fW/u,
the optimum energy vor suri, ing ',.< a 1o i1eV/u
machine.

The unusually low particle injection velocity
of the prestripper section demands an rf accelerating
structure operating at ubout 1o-3o MHz- In this
fiaquency range the use of an Alvarez structure is
ruled out because of the prohibitive dimensions of
the resonating cavity.

The Wideroe accelerating structure **, often
named a Sloan and Lawrence structure also ^, is based
on a transmission line resonator and is, hence, most
appropriate for the frequency range in question.
The fact that there exists no reliable procedure to
calculate the dimensions of this structure and that,
therefore, the design ha: to be based on quite
delicate and time-consuming model measurements, may
be one reason that only few Wideroe-type acceler-
ators have been built f""9 in the past.

Fig. 2: View of the four Widerbs tanks in the Unilac prestripper section, as seen from the injection side.
In the background the stripper analysing system, the entrance to the 1.4 MeV/amu experimental hall, anti
part of the first Alvarez tank can be seen.



The Unilac prestripper section consists
of four Widerue accelerating tanks. Thcj overall
dimensions and the characteristic parameters of the
four tanks are outlined in Fig. 1 A photograph of
the prestripper section in its present configuration
is shown in Fig. 2.

Quadruple focusing in the Widerb'e accelerator

There have been two Widerbe-type accelera-
built prior to the Unilac Wide'roe section.

he first was finished in 196o at Manchester/Eng-
and 6'7; the second was completed in IHlib ac

/F ® ^ I b t h hi t i t

tors

The
lan ; p
Orsay/France ®»^. In both machines a twin trans-
mission line system is used and radial beam focusing
is performed by grids at the drifttube entrances.

Tor the Unilac, however, it seemec indis-
pensable to use quadrupole focusing in all acceler-
ating sections. Intense studi_;= r^; _o be carried
out to make quadrupole focusing possible in the
Wideroe structure. Experiments with a small Wirieroe
model accelerator for protons showed that strong
focusing can be technically and physically realized
in the particle velocity range of [3 = o,5 to
I.o % 10*13. On the other hand, severe shortcomings
of the twinline resonating structure became evident,
such as difficulties in providing the quadrupole
elements with electric power and water cooling, and
problems In adjusting th£ strong focusing Elements
to the needed higf; precisian.

It was found that most of the difficulties
can L^ avoided if, instead of the twin transmission
line, a coaxial1 transmission line geometry (similar
to the structure suggested in -1*) is used and if,
as justified by calculations *-", qjadrupole ^Idments
are installed only In every second drifttube of the
accelerating strucv.'irn.

The coa/ial-lirui structure developed for the
four Wideroe tanks in the Jr.ilac prestripper is out-
lined in Fig. 3. Tha figure shows a schematic
cross section through the first and part of tht* last
of the four Wideroe tanks. In ti.-?. --arixontal part of
the coaxial-line resonator [the tern "coaxial-line-"
is used here somewhat incorrectly for r'̂ i'.rn:, uf
simplicity, though an excH.tric position of the in-
ner conductor has bean chosen) yver; second drift-
tube is attached to the outer conductor, and -̂:.j
quadrupole elements in3talleJ in thcisu ilrift-
tubea can easily be provided with electric powor and
water cooling from ground potential. The possibility
to support and to adjust these outer1 drifttubEis on
tne rigid outer conductor ensures the nigh precision
of quadrupolu adjustment needed for strong focusing.
The drifttubes attached to ths inner conductor
contain no quadrupolo elements. To cool tt>; irt.-i-jr
drift tubas irJtn th-j rf currsn'; ana d Jdy curry'st
lossss, COG ling wcit.br nuct b£ f 3d tc Li it? rJr if t iid~;.su
and their stems on the rather complicated way through
fhe innsr conductor of the stub lines and the horL-
zoutaJ 7.i ".irn. A? "o f ino adjus "cent and no <2](jc:tric
power ai . rî edyd h^f, t'v ir- • ̂  ' .ax rwlLzatiQU
of the ?..nner conductor- ; . -Jri-ftttiDGG 3y?jten. ••••- • nat
too complicated.

Firijt. ccnsi(JaraLior"ic iJDuut tti-:- rcn-icil
focusing system *;;endi2d to apply elGctric quadrupnl.^
lanses at least at the low velocities in tank 1. Tiiii
investigations on .electric qua.Hrupole lenses being
installed in drifttubes roves «ri • a Itage instabili-
ties on the slectrod- '--irg from micro-dis-
charges, leakage cuT. In the final layout,
for reasons of reli. .>. rna^natic quadruple 'on-
ses were installed lr. •Ul zhe rcur ft iks.

At 27.1o Hhz und at fj = o.5 % the minimum
driftspace between two adjacent gaps is only 23 mn

L1] Coaxial line, outer conductor, •acui."n tank
(2) Coaxial line. Inner conductor
(3) End flange with end drifttube
(4) Stub line, outer conductor
(5) Stub line, inner conductor
(6J Stub line, movable shorting plate

L 7) Outer drifttube with quadrupnle
( 8) Duter drifttube adjusting attachment
t 9) Inner drifttubes without quadrupulo
[1o) Electric power and water cooling

for the quadrupoli} <jliMmnts
(11] Water cooling for inner drifttubes

_3: Schematic cross sections of the first and part of the last Wideroe tank in the prtistripper section.



long. The only way LO get enough space to install
quadrupoles in the drifttubes was to adrpt an
alternating 2X/2-3BA/2-sequence of the gap distances
fTr/37[-made] in tanK 1, as i t can be seen in Fig. 3.
For the following throe tanks the usual 3^/2-6V2-
spacing (n/v-mode) is sufficient. For the same rea-
son of providing more space for the quadrupoles the
outer diameters of all the outer drifttubes had to
be increased to either 16o or 2oo mm. The outer dia-
meters of the inner drifttubes had to be Kf̂ pt as low
as passible, however, in order to avoid any further
increase of the capacitive loading of the trans-
mission linu.

The maximum magnetic fii_id gradient n.jodfid
in the f i rs t driftnubes of tanK 1 li about
1o KGauss/cm. It: could only tie obtained by redu-
cing the drifttube aportur^s to 2o nm in the first
eight and to 2-3 mm Jr the following four gaps. For
the rest of the whole prestrippor scution thn drift-
tube apertures have 3o mm in diameter l t J .

The focusing latt ice of the drifttufct;
quadrupoles is QDQFUCO... in tanK 1, and
OFOUOOtlFOFO... in the tanks 2 to 4, as indicated
in rig. 3 (a neons n̂ xnn<3r drifttubo witno'j..
Quadrupolc lens ).* ^

Electric Field in the Accelerating ka^

In the n/3-n-mode of tanK 1 the g/1-ratio,
which is the gap length devided by the uall length

"6\/2, varies from a.65 at the beginning to o.45 at
the end cf the tanK. The large g/1-values in the
first gat ti, though rather disadvantageous for the
er. M gy gain, were chosen in order to reduce the
high capacitive loading of the transmission linn at
this pcint/ In the tanks 1, 3 and 4 the g/1-ratio
was fixed to o.33 as a good compromise between
transit-time factor and maximum appliauls gap vol-
tage for a given maximum electric gap field.

The gap lengthsi accordingly, vary from
13 - 53 mm in tanK 1 and from 2o - 1o1 mm in tanks
2, 3, and 4.

Systematic measurements in the 'Slactro-
lytic tanK showed that the alternating drifttuuo
dimensions discussed above r,trn;ig!y j.nfluonce the
symmetry of the axial electric field distribution
in the accoleroting gaps 1 •'. In the -n/3ir-mode of
tanks 1 the lengths of the first inner drifttubes
are smaller than the diameter of the drifttuL^?
aperture. Hence, an important penetration of thp
electric field through the drifttube aperture must
bri taken into account.

The axial electric field distrioutinn In
the gaps is also disturbed by thu alte^nat Iiif, outer
drifttube diameters. As soon as the incrna-siro gap
lengths approach the diametei-- uf the innor i' i f t -
tubes, which is the case in tank's 3 unrl 4, z\\e maxi-
mum of the axial electric field is di.splaorj from
the center of the gap towards tha inner drift tube.
As a result, in the f i rs t gapr. of tank 1 and in
nearly all tno gaps of tank 3 und 4, the dis t r i -
bution of the a/ial acculern . -ig firjlus is no longer
symmetric with respect to tht_ conter of the gaps
and cannot ha treated with tfii formula yivon for
symmetrically vanfinnri gaps ^ \ To gnt rulia'jlo
data about the accelerating fasld tha ulectric
fiuld distributions in ttie Wid irue fjcculurotinK t'.Ljps
v;ur« Ciilculatud with numerical frethods 1 'il?»l \

Comp irison with electrolytic tank measurements on
gap models having 2.5 times natural size showed
extremely good agreement between the numerically
calculated and the measured field distributions
[see 1 9 , p. 20). The transit-time factors that
were calculated from these electric field dis tr i -
butions can be represented by two sets of curves,
one describing the energy gain in gaps before and
the other describing the energy gain in gaps after
an inner drift tube.

The maximum electric field strength in the
accelerating gaps was only partly defined by rf
breakdown considerations. The rf amplitudes in the
four tanks wcro above al l determined by the con-
dition to avoid t(o nigh rf losses in components
that are most cri t ical {.normally, like inner con-
ductors of the stub lines, contacts at the stub
line shorting plates, and the drifttube stems. Tne
maximum mean electric Field in the gaps
(E = I- _/l ) resulting from thyse considerations,
is i.-Jsi^hl^B ;-1V/m in tanks " , 2, 3, and less than
5 nV/m in tank 4. Tn^se values remain considerably
be;law trie limits where rf breakdown effects must DG

trt i 3

Analytical Investigation of the Wid&riia Structure

The drifttube taola containing the exact
positions and lengths of the accelerating gaps and
tne drifttubes rrust be calculated i'rcu the energy
gain of the particles in p^ch g^p^ '* equivalentiy,
fro::i the accelorat-ing voltages in t.i'd gaps. With
ttie introduction of the drifttuD«s, nowever, the
electric properties of the transmission lines
used become strongly nonuniforrr., and at the same
time, strongly dependent on the iocally changing
drifttube and gap dimensions. As the characteristic
parameters of transmission lines loaded with drift-
tubes are not known sufficiently well, the means
of calculating the voltage distribution in a Widerbe
accelerator are very limited.

'"Jsver the less, a variety of previous measure-
ments and calculations were carried out to study the
general properties of ths Wideroe -.tructurc and to
[jet a reliable first approximation for the iayout
of the model measurements, which ura described in
the next chapters.

Attempts were made to -̂-'r.: v<:; *.-:.=; cl^c'.ric
paramuters of a drift tube-lot-jucd transmission line
from the t/8-model 1>J whi "h is shown in rig. 4.

3. i. .* i
f

• • I -I
tit ;*;.:xiv.v.iv

I ' g. 1: r.rojB oactlon of th« 1:a-model of thu
3xc:untric trdr.F nission line uniformly equipped
with drtfttubc-s.
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In this model an excentric transmission linE, as it
is used in the WlaerSe tanks, is uniformly equip-
ped with drlfttuUas c.F constant lengths and constant
gap lengths between the drifttubes. The scale factor
is 1/8. The model represents a n*A/2-resonator.
From measuring the static capacity between the inner
and the outer conductor (the conducting end plates
are replaced by insulating ones far this measure-
ment) and measuring three or more resonant fre-
quencies of the resonator, the four elements of the
very simplified equivalent circuit given in Fig. 5
can be calculated.

tube table, is seriously influenced by the drift-
tube configuration itself. Trv; most reliable way to
get sufficiently good agreeinent of the gap voltage
distribution used to calculate the drifttube table
and the real gap voltage distribution produced by
the special drifttube configuration in a WiderBe
resonator, consists in the experimental deter-
mination of these data in a reduced scale model of
the complete accelerating structure. This way,
though undoubtedly the most time- and money-
consuming one, had to be done for the four Wideroe
tanks in the Unilac prestripper as well as for
all the Wideroe accelerators built previously.

0.5-L'-Ltc|

Fig. 5: Equivalent circuit used for evaluation and
interpretation of the 1:8-model measurements.

The shown equivalent circuit differs from
that of a uniform transmission line only by the
introduction of the drifttube capacity C and the
stem inductance L . The latter was introduced
to take into account the fact that the resonant
frequencies of thB model are not integer multiples
of the fundamental.

The 1/8-model was used to measure the data
for five typical drifttube configurations taken out
of the u/3n-mode structure of tank 1, and for five
further drifttubs configurations in tne u/ir-struc-
ture of the tanks 2, 3, and 4

The electric data derived in this way were
used to calculate a l l the rf properties for the four
Wideroe tanks with a computer program. In this pro-
gram, starting from the given i n i t i a l and f inal
particle velocities for each tank a l l the electric
properties of the whole resonating system were
calculated by regarding the system as a series of
two-port networks In cascade connection with para-
meters f i t ted to the locally varying drifttube
dimensions. The program calculates the lengths of
the stub lines for resonance, the gap voltage
distribution, rf-power losses in a l l the tank compo-
nents, the complete drifttube table etc. With regard
to the simple equivalent circuit which was assumed,
tha results of the calculations were only regarded
as a f i r s t approximation i n i t i a l l y . The measuruinents
in the later Widsrfie 1/2-model and in the f inal
accelerating tanks, however, proved that the cal-
culated relations come surprisingly close tn reality
in may respects.

Measurements in the widarBe 1/2-Model

The distribution of gap voltages in a WiderBa
accelerator, which Is needed to calculate the d r i f t -

Fig. 6: The Wideroe 1/2-model used for experimental
investigation of the r f properties of the four Wideroe
tanks.

Tig. 6 shows the Wideroe 1/2-model which
was bui l t up for chis purpose * ^ . I t is merely an
rf model designed to simulate a l l the details which
determine the r f f ie ld distribution in a Wideroe
tank with three stub lines. As the model was to be
applied for the simulation of each of the four tanks
in thtj Unilac prestripper, a very flexible construct-
ion had to be deve]oped. The unusually large-scale
factor of 1/2 was chosen in order to ensure precise
measuring conditions. An extremely r igid and massive
construction was chosen with regard to the high
mechanical and thermal stabi l i ty nueded for voltage
distribution measurements.

For the measurement of the gap voltage
tion in o given acceleratin s t r u t u e

calculate the gap voltages within about 1
£ooo - flooo frequency measurements had to be
carried out for one voltage distribution, with a
resolution of at least 2 • 1o"B C Hz in 54 MHz
resonating frequency of the model), and with a rate
Df 2 measurements/mm and about 1o measurements/sec 1 9 .

For each Wideroe tank between 3 to 5 i ter-
ative drifttube configurations were investigated
with f ie ld perturbation measurements in the Wideroe
1/2-model. In the last measurements, for each tank
thB mean deviation of the measured gap voltages was
less than 2.5 % compared to the voltages assumed to
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MEASUREMENT IN THE GAP5

CALCULATION ON BEAM AW%

>

• / - * ' - • • • • •

•

• '-t

4 »

MEASUREMENT WAR INNER CONDUCTOH

CALCULATION ON INNER CONDUCTOR

Fig. 7; Voltage distributions as measured in the Wideroe 1/2-mcdel for tank 1 (12ft) and tank 4 (r ight).
The dashed curves show the distributions calculated by applying the equivalent circuit given in Fig. 5 and
using the electric parameters measured with the 1/6-model.

calculate the last drifttube configuration.

Interpretation 3f the Model Measurements

With the investigations using the 1/2-model
each configuration was a better approximation of the
r f conditions measured with the previous configura-
t ion. The large number of i terative steps may be ex-
plained by the fact that the measured voltage
distributions differed in some places strongly from
the calculated distributions. Only after the in-
vestigation of the other tanks could the deviations
be understood as being of systematic nature.

Fig. 7 gives an example of the voltage
distributions measured in the model set-up for the
f i r s t and the last of the four tanks. The results
may be summarized as follows:

a) The gap voltage distributions maasur-'d on the
beam axis dif fer in a l l the four tanks l-.y more than
about +'2o % from the gap voltage distrubutions cal-
culated with respect to the 1/8-model measurements,
a9 described above. This effect, which appears
systematically for a l l four tanks can probably be
explained by distortions of the r f fields in the
region of the stub lines.

to) Since the reason why the calculations disagreed
with the measurements was not understood, the
f ie ld perturbation method was applied to measure the
voltage distribution on the surface of the inner
conductor. The result was the same for a l l four
tanks (see lower curves in Fig. ?)i namely,the
voltage distribution measured on (or near) the
inner conductor f i t s very well with the calculat-
ions based on the 1/8-model measurements. I t is
only the voltage distribution in the gaps, that
differs ao far from the calculations.

c) Another systematic eff-jct can be seen from the
1/2-model measurements: The voltages in the f i r s t
and the last gap of each tank are smaller by about
1o \ than the values measured in the adjacent
gaps. This effect may be explained by the stem
inductances indicated in the equivalent circuit
of Fig. 5. In the series resonant circuit formed by
L and C the voltage at the gap must be trans-
formed to a value larger than the voltage between
thB inner and outer conductor, Bven i f the saries
resonant circuit is far from resonance. In the
f i r s t and the last gap only half the stem inductance
is present, compared to the adjacent gaps, hence a
smaller voltage transformation factor must be taken
here.

d) Since thB stem inductances derived from the
1/8-model measurements allowed for a good quan-
t i tat ive explanation of the effect described in
point c), i t was assumed that the stem inductances
determined froin the measurements can actually be
regarded as real ist ic and reliable. Under these
circumstances the voltage transformation factor
can be calculated with the aid of the 1/8-modBl
results, and a l i the gap voltages must be sub-
ject to multiplication by this factor.
The gap voltagft distributions shewn in Fig. 7
are f i t ted to calculated voltage distributions,
which were derived from the distributions orv the
inner conductor by multiplication with tha^^i l -
culated voltage transformation factors.

e) The voltage transformation effect is above a l l im-
portant for the calculation of the r f losses in thB
WiderSe structure. As the main part of thB r f losses
appears on the transmission line system, the voltage
distribution on the inner conductor must be used for
calculating the total r f losses. The r f power
requirements, calculated in this way, are smaller by
about 2o-3o % than the values obtained without
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regarding the voltage transformation effect. The
values calculated in this way and given in 1 9

proved to di f fer from the r f power requirements in
tlie f ina l WiderBe tanks by less than 1o %. This
again may be regarded as an arguement for the use-
fulness of the equivalent c ircui t used to describe
the 1/fl-model measurements.

Results Obtained-ln the Final Wideroe Tanks

The mechanical assembly of the whole Unilac
prestripper section was finished in the middle of
1974, with one exception. The delivery of the outer
k-Jideroe drifttubes was delayed by more than half
a year due to d i f f i cu l t ies in fabrication (the
OFhC-copper quality bought by the manufacturer
turned out to be insufficient for vacuum-tight
electron beam welding). Nevertheless, the investig-
ations about the f ina l electric tuning and the ge-
neral r f properties of the four tanks were carried
ot. without too great a delay. This was made possi-
ble by replacing the missing outer drifttubes by
dummy drifttubes, solid aluminium drifttubes with-
Dut any focusing equipment.

Again f ield perturbation measurements were
made. They showed that practically a l l the data
derived from the 1/l;-model measurements are repro-
duced in the f inal wioeroe tanks with very good
precision.

To f i t the measured gap voltage distributions
optimally to thfe nominal gs;-1 voltage distributions,
that were used to calculate the f inal drifttube con-
figurations, the positions of tT---e, shorting plates
in the stub lines had to be changed by less than
± 2o mm, compared to the values measured in the
.dideroe 1/2-modsl.

The maximum relative deviations of the gap
voltages, measured in the f ina l structures, from the
nominal gap volt.-sges. are between D...-S.5 % for the
f i r s t six gaps within tank 1, and less than ± 2.5 %
for a i l the remaining gaps of the four tanks. I f
oils takes into account a l l the disturbing effects
that cannot be avoided during execution and evalu-
ation of f ie ld pert-rbation measurements, the over-
a l l precision oF the gap voltage measurements must
be expected to be of the same order of magnitude as
these deviations.

The f i r s t accelerating experiments were run
at the end of 1974, with Ar2*-ions being accelerated
by tank 1. With 5 of the 17 outer drifttubes replaced
by dummies only a poor transmission was obtained.
There was no douDt, however, that the particles
had been accelerated.

The f ina l outer drifttubes could be installed
in about march 1375. From this time operating
parameters of the accelerator could be optimized
using the accelerated beam.

The r f power levels, which must be applied
to the tanks in order to get acceleration at the
nominal synchronous phase of -3o°, were determined
in the following way. The r f amplitudes of each t̂ jnk
were decreased from higher levels to the point, at
which the Intensity of the accelerated ion beam
goBS to zero. As this point must correspond to a
synchronous phase of o^, the r f powBr level for
-3D0 can be calculated. As already mentioned in the
former chapter, the measured r f levels for the four

Wideroe tanks are in good agreement with the cal-
culated values given in 19. The deviations are less
than 1o %.

The beam transmission of the Wideroe tanks
depends very much on the setting of the quadrupole
focusing system. With proper setting of the quadru-
poles the theoretical transmission of approximately
25 % of the injected dc ion beam for -3c^ synchronous
phase is obtained without any difficulties. With
the double drift buncher installed in front of tank 1
the total transmission of the prestripper comes
close to Bo \ of the injected dc ion beam.

The strong focusing system in the Wideroe
tanks permits optimum beam transmission within a
relatively wide band of qu.idrupole settings.
However, the focusing conditions depend sensitively
on each quadrupole, and any variation in one requi-
res readjustment of all the others to restore beam
transmission. The flexibility of the focusing
system is evident during operation when several
drifttubes have been removed for maintenance and
were replaced by dummies without focusing elements.
With as many as five quaarupoles stnsent, optimum
transmission, coulc? he obtained by manual adjustment
of the rest of the focusing system.

Another important result must De mentioned.
Each of the four 'wideroe tanks is equipped with a
separate rf power amplifier with a .naximum capacity
of 52o kW peak power at 25 % duty factor. The maxinur
power consumption appearing in tank 4 -far acceler-
ation of ?-38Uu+-ions is only about 32o kW peak
power. It turned cut that in all the four Witieroe
tanks the maximum rf power levels can be raised up
to tn̂ - values needed to accelerate U^ + -ions with
-3o^ synchronous phase and with 2b % duty cycle with
a corresponding increase in the intensity of the
accelerated ion beam.

During the first year of it5 operation the
Unilac Wideroe section was used for acceleration
of
Ar2+, Ar3+. Kr"+, Kr 5 +, Xe6 + . Xe 7 +. Ti 3 +, P b ^ , u 9 +.
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focusing were carried out by Dr. K. Blasche and
Dr. R. Friehmelt.
The design of the rf power a-d measuring system
was led by Or. B. Stadler and Dr. R.W. duller.
The technical investigations, construction,
negotiations and final assembly of the Unilac pre-
stripper section was led by E. Malwltz. H. Gaiser,
and R. Schwedhclm.
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The development of the Unilac Wideroe tanks,
though looKing rather different from the Wideroe
machines bui l t before, could be based on the large
amount of practical experience, obtained with the
Wideroe accelerators bu i l t at Manchester and Orsay,
The very friendly support of the collegues at
Manchester and Orsay is greatly appreciated.
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